Simulation and analysis of power systems often involves modeling extremely complex systems. This is particularly true when the model involves not just the electrical power system, but also other networks layered on top of the power system, such as the accompanying financial transactions. Such layered networks can often involve interactions that are not at all obvious. Interactive visualization can be a very effective means for determining otherwise hidden relationships between various elements in the network. This paper describes a 3D virtual environment developed to allow users to interactively visualize such information and relationships. The paper describes the architecture used to develop this environment, and then provides several examples of how the environment is used to provide an interactive visualization of power system economic and security information.
Introduction
In analyzing power systems, one is usually confronted with a large amount of multivariate data. For example, in a simple power flow data of interest could include a potentially large list of independent and dependent variables, such as bus voltage magnitudes, transmission line loadings, generator real and reactive reserves, transformer tap and phase positions, scheduled and actual flows between areas, and interface loadings. In more advanced applications, such as the optimal power flow (OPF), contingency analysis, and available transmission capacity (ATC) calculations, this list of variables is even longer. In this paper we present some initial results on the development of a virtual environment to assist the user in analyzing this vast amount of information.
Virtual environments (VE), or virtual reality systems, are simulation systems that use real-time computer graphics in such a way to make the user believe he or she is part of a virtual domain [l]. Thus the main idea behind VE systems is to give the user the illusion, at least to some degree, of being immersed in real-time in a three-dimensional (3D) world populated by computer-generated objects.
The degree to which the illusion is achieved depends, in part, upon the hardware and software used, with the most compelling illusions achieved through the use of wide-fieldof-view strereoscopic head-tracked display systems [2].
Nevertheless, even PCs using standard displays, such as used for our research, can be quite useful for exploring the use of VEs.
Earlier results concerning the use of VEs for operatortraining in power systems are described in [3] and [4]. In these applications the purpose of the VE was to train operators by simulating, as closely as possible, certain realworld conditions, such as the layout of a substation or a control panel. In contrast, the purpose of the work presented here is to use a VE to interactively visualize more abstract power system data. Thus this work is more akin to scientific visualization. An overview of using VEs for scientific visualization is given in [5] . As a caveat, we wish to make clear that we propose the use of VEs for power system visualization as a supplement to, not a replacement of, existing techniques such as two-dimensional one-line diagrams and tabular-type displays. Each has its own particular advantages and disadvantages.
Virtual Environment Architecture
The key design goal in the development of our virtual environment (VE) was to assist users in effectively visualizing, and hence interpreting, the vast amount of multivariate data generated by power system studies. However in meeting this goal several key issues had to be addressed. First and foremost, in visualizing power system data there is usually no corresponding "physical" representation for the variables. For example, there is no physical representation for the var output of a generator; or for the percentage loading of a transmission line. Rather, these value are typically shown as a numerical value on either a one-line diagram or in a tabular display. This contrasts with the use of VEs for operator training, in which the VE seeks to mimic, as closely as possible, an existing physical environment. It also differs from the use of VEs for some types of scientific visualization, in which the purpose of the VE is to visualize physical phenomena, such as flows in a wind tunnel or molecular interactions.
To address this issue, we decided to keep our new VE as similar as possible to existing power system representations. Therefore the VE is based upon the common one-line representation. The VE differs from the one-line in that a one-line is two-dimensional representation, whereas the VE is three-dimensional. How this third dimension can be exploited is covered in the following sections.
The second issue to address was that, as mentioned in the introduction, power systems studies often generate a large number of different types of variables. Showing all of these variables simultaneously could quickly result in information overload for the user. To address this issue, the VE was designed to allow selective display of the information. The user is free to choose the set of variables to visualize.
The final major design issue was a decision on the hardware and software to use to implement the VE. For pragmatic reasons, such as budget constraints and the ability to use existing software, we decided to use the widely available PC platform and to use standard input devices, such as a mouse and keyboard, for the initial VE control. A benefit to this approach is that it allows the potential to make this VE available to a wide variety of users, without requiring new hardware. Furthermore, there is nothing that precludes augmenting the VE to include more specialized hardware, such as 3D mouses, shutter glasses to simulate steroscopic vision, and head-mounted displays.
For software the PowerWorld Simulator [6] , [7] , was modified to allow 3D drawing and interaction using OpenGL. OpenGL itself is a software interface, originally developed by Silicon Graphics, for graphics hardware that facilitates the modeling of 3D systems [SI. With OpenGL, most of the software modifications necessary to support a 3D environment, such as viewpoint perspective transformations, hidden surface removal, lighting, and the transformations for stereoscopic viewing, are handled almost transparently. Building upon the PowerWorld Simulator platform allowed straightforward development of twodimensional (2D) one-lines, that could then be seamlessly used as the basis for the 3D VE, and also allowed the environment to be interactive so that, for example, when the user clicked on a circuit breaker in the VE a power flow is solved, resulting in a new system state. To introduce our VE, Figure 1 shows a traditional 2D one-line for a small thirty bus system. Figure 2 shows the same one-line in the VE, with the exception that now generators are represented using cylinders of potentially varying heights. Note that the one-line has been mapped into 3D using a perspective projection, in which closer objects appear larger. In the VE the one-line can be thought of lying in the xy-plane (horizontal plane), while the generators extend in the z (vertical ) direction. This ability to extend objects in the z direction is an important advantage of using 3D space since it permits the visual display of additional information by making the height of the object potentially proportional to some variable. In the Figure 2 example the height of each generator is proportional to its reactive power output. This issue will be addressed in greater depth in the next sections. The addition of a thud dimension certainly adds new issues that must be addressed, the foremost of which is user navigation within the VE. The navigation of VEs has been a subject of significant research; interested readers should consult [I] and [9] for a much more thorough coverage of some of the issues involved. Here we provide brief coverage of some of the pertinent issues and details germane to our implementation. With a 2D one-line there are three degrees of freedom associated with viewing the one-line. That is, one may pan in either the x or in the y directions, and one may zoom in or zoom out. Thus the 2D one-line could be thought of as lying in the xy-plane, with the viewport "camera" located at some height above the one-line. Panning the one-line can then be thought of as moving the camera in the x and/or y directions, while zooming is simply changing the height of the camera above the one-line.
A 3D environment has these same three degrees of freedom, but also adds three more since now the camera itself can be rotated about each of its three axes. In order to simplify navigation, in our approach we allow the user only two additional degrees of freedom: the camera can change its angle with respect to the horizon (elevation) by rotating about the axis passing through the camera from its sides, and the camera can rotate about the axis passing through the camera from top to bottom (azimuth). We do not allow rotation about the axis passing through the camera from front to back (twist). Movement in each of these degrees of freedom can be accomplished using either the mouse with a navigation toolbar shown in the VE, or using keyboard commands.
In addition, and perhaps more importantly, we've included several features that make rapid navigation much easier.
In should be pointed out that the purpose of navigation in our VE is not to give the user a feeling of being in a "flight simulator." Rather, it is to allow the user to rapidly view the desired portion of the VE. To this end we've implemented features such as the ability to use the mouse to drag the camera view to the appropriate location, the ability to use the mouse to direct the camera to look at a particular location, the ability to rotate the camera about a fixed point, and the ability to move the camera directly towards or away from a fixed point.
With these enhancements navigation to any point of interest, and the ability to view that point from any desired angle, becomes relatively straightforward.
Another issue that must be addressed in showing a 3D environment is lighting. While lighting at first may seem esoteric to visualizing power system data, it can actually be quite important to effective visualization. As an example, Figure 3 and Figure 4 show an identical view of the earlier thirty bus system with the viewport camera shifted so one of the generator cylinders is in the foreground. The only difference is that Figure 3 shows the scene with lighting, while Figure 4 shows the scene with fixed colors. As this example shows, lighting can be quite helpful in perceiving depths in objects since how an object looks depends upon how light reflects fiom it. OpenGL supports straight forward implementation of ambient, diffuse and specular light models [8] . Figure 3 was created using a combination of ambient light and a diffuse light source behind the viewport camera. I *- Figure 3 : Thirty Bus System with Lighting often interested in knowing both the location and magnitude of any low system voltages, and also the current reactive power output and the reactive reserves of the generators. Of course if the system is extremely small all of this information could be shown numerically on a one-line.
An alternative for larger systems is to visualize the voltage magnitudes using a color contour [lo] , [ll], [12] , [13] . However a difficulty with using a color contour on a 2D display is it makes the display of other information difficult. An alternative approach is to use a VE with the voltage contour shown in the xy-plane (actually slightly below the xy-plane in which the one-line resides). The z direction can then be used to show generator or other reactive information. Such an implementation is shown in Figure 5 where the height of each generator cylinder is proportional to the maximum reactive capacity of the generator; the darker region on the lower portion of the cylinder is proportional to the current reactive output, while the lighter top portion represents the var reserves. The bus voltage values are indicated using a color contour, with only voltage values below 0.98 pu shaded. Important to the success of such a display is to avoid using excessive contrast in the color contours; rather we suggest the "smallest effective difference" approach of [14]. Figure 6 shows a similar representation for the IEEE 1 18 bus system. Note in both figures it is apparent, almost at a glance, the location of the sources of reactive power generation and the reactive power reserves. The figures also do a good job of conveying qualitative information about the magnitude of these values. What they do not do is convey quantitative information. Thus while one learns from Figure 5 that the reactive power generation at bus 20 is about 50% of its maximum, one does not learn what the actual var output is, nor the maximum var limit. In some situations this could be a significant limitation. We thus advocate the use of a VE to supplement, rather than to completely replace, existing oneline and tabular display formats. However, in support of the VE approach we would like to offer two observations. First, in many situations these qualitative relationships are sufficient. This is particularly true when one is studying a familiar system. For example utility operators already know the reactive limits of their generators; what they need to know is how close those generators are to their limits in a qualitative sense. And one needs to know the value for only a few generators in order to get acceptable estimates for the remaining generators by comparing their relative sizes. Second, there is nothing that prevents displaying numerical values of system quantities in the VE, just a bus numbers and some line flows are shown in Figure 5 . A valid objection to this approach is that if the viewpoint is changed these fonts could be shown at unappealing angles, such as in Figure 3 . However, this problem can be easily solved by having the VE automatically rotate the fonts so they are always facing the viewer, provided the one-line is designed with sufficient room for the fonts to rotate. The fonts could even be shown in the vertical plane, such as on the surface of the generator cylinders. An alternative approach, which we prefer and have implemented, is to allow the user to get additional information about system objects by selecting the object with the mouse. This allows the display to be relatively uncluttered, yet still allows rapid access to a large amount of quantitative information.
Visualizing Available Transfer Capability
The second VE example is the display of available transfer capability (ATC) and generation reserves. ATC measures the ability of an energy market participant to transact power with other market participants given the limited capacity of the transmission system [ 15],[ 161. ATCs set upper bounds on how much a market participant, for example a transmission-owning control area, can export to or import from another market participant, given the limited capacity of the transmission system. While ATCs play a key role in helping mitigate congestion on the transmission system, the limits they impose can have profound implications on days when system conditions are sufficiently stressed that a region has inadequate reserves to meet its load. For example, if a control area that has insufficient generation to meet its load also has inadequate ATC to import power from its neighbors, it will have to shed load to alleviate the deficiency. However, even if the deficient area does have positive ATC for importing power from a neighbor, it will be unable to receive support if that neighbor also has inadequate generation reserves. In this case, the area's import capability is limited by generation constraints rather than transmission constraints. ATC values do not convey this limit, because ATCs are purely transmission quantities.
One approach to visualizing this situation in a VE is to represent each of the operating areas using a bubble diagram approach. However, rather than showing the areas using ellipses in 2D space, they can be shown in 3D space as scaled cylinders whose heights are proportional to the generation reserves in each area. ATC for imports to, or exports from, a particular area can then be shown in the xyplane using a contour. For example, Figure 7 shows the generation reserves for several areas in the Midwest portion of the North American Eastern Interconnect. The ATC values for, imports to a particular area (Illinois Power in this example) are then shown using the contour. Thus Figure 7 provides the participant a single view of the system that considers both types of transfer capability limitations. One could employ similar views of transfer capability that provide equally valuable information. For example, a market participant, area A, might actually have excess capacity that it wishes to sell to other regions. A view that contours area A's export ATC in the XY plan and depicts generation costs along the Z axis would help match participant A with entities that would likely be most interested in purchasing its power for economic reasons. Alternatively, if power transfer distribution factors are contoured on the XY plane and import ATCs are represented as cylinders along the Z axis, area A can readily identify sources from which it can purchase energy without being subjected to line-loading relief curtailments, which typically use PTDF values as the criterion for deciding which transactions to freeze, curtail, or prohibit.
Bus Marginal Price Visualization
The thud example shows how a VE could be used to show the relationship between system pricing information and transmission system constraints. Electricity markets are increasingly moving towards spot-market based market mechanisms [ 171, with the United Kingdom, New Zealand, California Power Exchange in the Western US, and PJM Market in the Eastern US as current examples. In an electricity spot-market, each bus in the system has an associated price. This price is equal to the marginal cost of providing electricity to that point in the network. The marginal price includes components associated with both the cost of generating the power and transportation costs related to the transmission system. This means that spot-prices will vary more sharply when transmission constraints are present in the system. This marginal cost can be determined by using an Optimal Power Flow algorithm. A Newton-based OPF [ 181 is used for the following examples to calculate the spot-price at each bus in the network.
Regardless of how this price is determined, a market will contain a large amount of price information as well as system constraint information. As an example, consider a lossless version of the IEEE 118-bus system. With no constraints the marginal cost at each bus would be identical.
Using illustrative economic data, we obtained a uniform bus marginal cost of 11.66 $ / MWhr. Now consider the same system with transmission line constraints added to the system, forcing the generators to re-dispatch to remove transmission line overloads. Enforcing these constraints results in different spot-prices throughout the system, shown using a 2D contour in Figure 8 . This contour works well for showing price relationships alone, but it does not show the transmission line overloads that cause the price differences. To show the relationship between line overloads and prices, a VE that uses the zdirection to show overloads is employed. In Figure 9 , the xy-plane shows the system diagram along with a price contour, while the lines that require the OPF to redispatch to [2] S . Bryson 
Conclusion
This paper has introduced a virtual environment (VE) that allows users to interactively visualize power system information. The VE approach provides power system analysts a means of interpreting the large quantities of multivariate data that typify today's system studies. By depicting data in three dimensions, the VE can illustrate qualitative relationships between system characteristics that traditional two-dimensional visualization techniques cannot convey. The examples described in this paper illustrate how the VE can help clarify system security and economics issues, but they only scratch the surface of what this technology has to offer. To exercise the power of the VE concept more completely, future research will strive to increase the user's capacity to interact with the environment. This work will enhance the user's ability to navigate through the system, to customize both the content and appearance of the data, and to manipulate the underlying system model in a manner similar to that employed in traditional twodimensional environments.
